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The Financial Well Being of the Botanical Society of America
Abstract
There are at least three things that an organization needs to ensure its success: A Mission (a goal), A
Committed Membership (followers), and Financial Support to succeed (money). These three things are
helping the BSA to grow and succeed in its mission "…to promote Botany…," to increase its membership, and
to provide financial stability and support to the Society initiatives that promote the field of Botany through
education, research, and outreach.
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societies to address these significant needs.
Scientific Inquiry through Plants provides teachers and students with the resources and support to improve their understanding of plant biology and to enhance
the quality of their experiences with scientific inquiry. This participatory science program incorporates the latest learning theory in curriculum design and
professional development activities. Current research shows that student-centered, inquiry-based learning leads to improved student thinking skills and
conceptual understanding. As plant biologists, we work with ideal organisms for inquiry-based science education. This program gets plants back into the
classroom in fresh new ways.
How does the online scientific learning community work? Classrooms across the nation are connected online where students share their research and
communicate with peers and plant science mentors. Students work in small cooperative learning groups to design and run experiments centered on a common
theme. They post their thoughts, observations, and findings online. Scientists facilitate student thinking and provide insights about what scientists know and how
they think. Visit the Scientific Inquiry through Plants website at www.plantbiology.org to see the potential of this approach for learning and teaching.
"I feel strongly the project is worthwhile and needed; it provides teachers with a good inquiry-based botanical investigation that students of different ages can
conduct; the questions have real-world applications and students can relate readily to them," said Pat Gensel.
Carol Packard, of Sisters Middle School in Sisters, Oregon, relayed at the Botany 2005 Educational Forum that the inquiry project makes it easy to teach
because her students are motivated. Posting work online can also prompt students to take greater ownership and responsibility for their work. As part of a
network of professionals, teachers have support for implementing inquiry-based, technology-rich experiences and sharing teaching tips and knowledge. There
are benefits to all participants in this scientific learning community. The program offers mentors multiple opportunities to share their knowledge and passion for
plant science while meeting outreach requirements of granting agencies.
Following two successful pilots, further developments for the Scientific Inquiry through Plants program include developing new inquiry units, securing external
funds, preparing for a spring 2006 project, and beyond. The American Society of Plant Biologists (ASPB) will be a key partner as this program grows.
Judy Jernstedt, Professor, University of California-Davis, Editor-in-Chief, American Journal of Botany, and BSA Past President, summarizes her experience as
an online mentor: "It has been both enjoyable and challenging to be a scientist mentor for Sip3—enjoyable because the students are enthusiastic and
appreciative, and challenging because one has to resist overwhelming the students with information and suggestions as they develop their ideas and projects. It
seemed like I could have saved them a lot of time, but a big part of the student benefits comes from thinking things through, sometimes in response to judicious
questioning from the scientist. I recommend this experience to everyone who is concerned about the state of science education in the U.S."
If you have some time to donate (about 1 hr per week when experiments are running), please volunteer. Being an online mentor is a great way to inspire a
budding plant scientist.
For more information, contact Claire Hemingway , BSA Education Director - chemingway@botany.org (mailto:chemingway@botany.org).
The Financial Well Being of the Botanical Society of America
There are at least three things that an organization needs to ensure its success: A Mission (a goal), A Committed Membership (followers), and Financial
Support to succeed (money).  These three things are helping the BSA to grow and succeed in its mission "…to promote Botany…," to increase its membership,
and to provide financial stability and support to the Society initiatives that promote the field of Botany through education, research, and outreach. 
As a Society we have a great mission: "The Botanical Society of America exists to promote botany, the field of basic science dealing with the study and inquiry
into the form, function, development, diversity, reproduction, evolution, and uses of plants and their interactions within the biosphere." Coupled with our stated
objectives to: "sustain and provide improved formal and informal education about plants; encourage basic plant research; provide expertise, direction, and
position statements concerning plants and ecosystems; and foster communication within the professional botanical community, and between botanists and the
rest of humankind through publications, meetings, and committees," we have a clear goal.
We also have a committed membership.
Between the 1960s and 1980s, the Society began an investment program that was directed to increase reserves, through investments, for its financial stability.
In the 1980s, there was a concerted effort by the BSA officers to create a formal plan by which a professional investment firm would help the Society better
manage these funds.  About ten years ago, the funds the Society had accumulated (about $800,000) were moved into what we now call the BSA Endowment
Fund, and placed under an oversight committee, the BSA Financial Advisory Committee, and an outside financial investment firm.  In this short time of 10
years, the Endowment Fund has grown to more than $3.1 million dollars.  Its growth has occurred through continued financial support from you the
membership, wise investments, and prudent decisions from our member leaders.  The most important part, however, is that the Endowment Fund has reached
a point where some of its growth is serving as a resource to fund Society initiatives such as in education, awards, and infrastructure development.  As the
Endowment Fund continues to grow, the payback to the Society and its many activities will grow even more.
This year, 2006, is the Centennial Year of the Society.  Its history is illustrious in obvious ways: there are many renowned botanist members worldwide; there
are excellent sister plant societies whose beginnings came from the BSA; there are highly recognized Society publications; and there are renewed enthusiasm
and spirit that are permeating Society activities and programs.  The membership can be proud of its Society, the stature it holds in the world scientific
community, and the fact that it continues to effectively serve the mission of the Society.
During this Centennial Year the Financial Advisory Committee, who manages your Endowment Fund,would like to encourage you as a member to respond by
meeting the challenge of helping to increase the Endowment from its present $3.1million to >$5 million by the end of this Centennial Year; a major but doable
goal.  At this new level, the Endowment Fund will be eligible to be structured for even more rapid and protected growth through a new investment program.  As
such, we will be in an excellent position to continue providing funds to the Society in support of activities and initiatives that fit with our mission, well into the
future. A strong endowement also provides protection and strength for our important assets such as the AJB, PSB, conferences, educational programs, and the
BSA website.
The Financial Advisory Committee encourages YOU to consider contributingto the Endowment Fund this year through a monetary gift or through other ways
that can be discussed with any member of the committee.  YOUR contribution is completely tax deductible and, even more importantly, it will support the
mission of the BSA _ to promote Botany.
Harry T. (Jack) Horner, Chair - for the BSA Financial Advisory Committee
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